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Always the tomboy, only on holidays did I look picture-perfect.



With my grandparents in 1979.



“You’re such a nice young man,” I would hear so often.



My teens.



My son Ethan through the years.





Cara and me in our student council uniforms (left). I looked like I could’ve been on the  
Swiss Miss cocoa box in my IHOP days (right).



Steve and me (notice the infamous MSU sweatshirt) with Girlie, one of my first rescue dogs.



I’ve held on to my Hooters name tag for all these 
years; it reminds me how far I’ve come.



Me and Jaime—friends to this day.



Ethan in my Hooters shirt on Halloween.



My first business card.



My best friend, Chrissy, and me rocking the beach.



The couple that gave me my first opportunity to own real estate (top). The West Pearl Avenue house (bottom).



The green-and-black mosaic tile that I covered up!



Steve taking a crack at the new dining room.



My new dining room with studs in place (top) and framed (bottom).





Bartending at the Fox and Hounds.



Ethan’s first Easter.



Our time in the Indian Lake Road back apartment.



A proud moment: my baby and my first (and only) business vehicle.



Our first Christmas photo in front of the Ferndale house (left). 
Ethan playing dress-up in our new home (right).



Ethan was always by my side working with his smock on.



The simple life: renovating and having fun with Ethan.



Ethan during our Ferndale years.



Steve and me taking Ethan on a family vacation (left).  
Ethan and me in California visiting Steve (right).



Party of three: Polly, Ethan, and me.



We moved in October; Ethan and Polly had fun in the leaves in our 
Southwest Minneapolis home.



Our first Halloween in Minneapolis.



I was working full-time in real estate and 
renovating our house at the same time.



Ethan steering our canoe through Lake Calhoun.Ethan Rollerblading in the new house.



The Minnehaha house exterior, before (top) and after (bottom) renovations.



Many years of Christmas photos taken at our Yellow house.



The Minnehaha kitchen, before (top); Ethan checking out the progress (bottom, left);  
and the same kitchen, after (bottom, right).



This business card photo led to my days (years) on Rehab Addict.



The painted archway in the basement, before (left), and the finished basement, after (right).



According to Ethan, there’s no resemblance at all. Hmmm.



Sarah, Keith, and me (left). Me and Keith (right).



At the 20K house, Ethan was part of my crew.



Our family of four.



Recording voice-over for the first season.



Ethan was on always on-site at Minnehaha.



Christina, Katie, and me all painting the Minnehaha fireplace (left and 
center). The finished room (right).



In the middle of filming season two.



Out for a walk in Minneapolis.



The first flowers I received from Mark. 



Polly, in Chicago.



The Harriet house.



Ethan playing the family piano that has moved to each house with us.



The master bedroom in the Minnehaha house, before (left) and after (right).



The hockey sock picture I sent Mark (top). Me and Elizabeth having some girl time (bottom).



My first day at the Dollar house.



The Dollar house exterior, before (left), during (center), and after (right) renovations.



The tweet. 

I had great support from the neighbors of the Dollar house.



The roses.



Filming at the Dollar house happened around the clock.



Ethan heading to Michigan with Max.



Me, Jose, and Klang.



Justin and me rebuilding the porch.



Some of “the Ladies That Paint.”



The Dollar house living room, before (top) and after (bottom).



The Case Avenue house exterior, before (top) and after (bottom) renovations.



Adam and me, working late into the night.



The Case Avenue house dining room, before (top) and after (bottom).



The Case Avenue house staircase, before (top) and after (bottom), and those incredible stained glass windows.



Mina’s art (left). Mina and her mom that day in Akron (right).



The small bathroom at Case, before (left); with Klang in the tub (center); and after (right). 



My Vespa at the job site holding my bag of trash.



One of the destroyed bathrooms at Summit.



My 1962 Chevy truck.



Me at Summit.



Art’s basement, before (left) and almost done (right).



Gramps in his favorite T-shirt.



E waiting for me at Summit (top). Filming (bottom).



Installing Art’s tile in the powder room. 



The Summit pool, before (top, left). Getting pulled into the pool by Ethan  
(top, right). The renovated pool (bottom). 



Working on the pool bathroom with Nick and Dave.



Dave and me pretending to shoot. He’s saying to me, “Just a few more days; you’ve got this.” 



Filming the walk-through for Summit, Dave and Andrew wore 
construction vests to try to get me to laugh.



The tweet that started the firehouse search.



My romantic idea of firehouses was shattered.



The Campbell Street project, before (top) and after (bottom).



The Campbell Street house exterior with the burned-out neighboring 
house, before (top) and after (bottom).



The only room that wasn’t burned was the living room, before (top) and after (bottom). 



Sarah paints a medallion (left). This is what we call a “Detroit skylight” (right).



Competing in my first triathlon.



My return to Detroit.



The heat had melted the paint off the walls, but the glorious fixtures and the tile survived— 
as did the original medicine cabinet and mirror!



Lucy peeking out (top). Celebrating our progress (bottom).



The upstairs bedroom was a disaster before (top) and turned into a boy’s room after (bottom).



This bedroom looked like something out of a horror film before (top) and became a guest room after (bottom).



Me and Ann Baxter.



The downstairs bathroom was destroyed (left). The rooms have to be spotless before we shoot “afters” (center). 
I noticed that the sink legs were upside down while checking my shot (right).



Working on the bathroom with Logan (left). All hands on deck: Jose sewing on the sidewalk (right).



The Campbell Street house yard before (top) resembled a jungle. We took a 
machete to it to clear it for the backyard (bottom).



Gramps and Ethan. 



Scott Kuefler turned a tree stump into a beautiful piece of art.



Ethan and me home in Minneapolis for his homecoming before 
heading back to Detroit to finish the house.



The Campbell Street open house attracted hundreds of supporters and 
raised money for my friend Brian.



My dining room with painted murals circa 1904.



My winning bid. 



The Grand Boulevard house exterior.



The Grand Boulevard dining room, before (top) and after (bottom) renovations.



The bathroom, before (top) and after (bottom).



Ethan and me in Akron.



Shooting with LeBron.



LeBron and Ethan with those megawatt smiles.



Giving LeBron pointers.



Ethan took Jack’s caution tape to another level, wrapping the Bobcat.



With LeBron and his crew, we renovated the entire house in one week!



Filming with LeBron was more of a production than I was accustomed to (left).  
Sarah, Michael, me, and Ethan before my O-H disaster (right).



Our trip to Europe for my thirty-eighth birthday.



A quick trip to London with E (left). We visited Stonehenge (right).



The Beach Flip team (top; I’m wearing the necklace Mina made for me). 
Lucy, me, and my big belly (bottom).



The whole time I was pregnant, I was still making appearances,  
Lucy in tow to hide my growing belly.



I used Flat Ella to help kids identify with the lasting effect of demolition.



My beloved crew—Jose, Sarah, Andrew, and Dave—
escorting me to a Detroit event.



Sarah agreed to take one last photo of me before we headed to the hospital.



My grandparents in the 1940s (left) and in 2015 (right).



The Indian Lake Road house (original, top; during foreclosure, center;  
and after, bottom) was my grandparents’ pride and joy, and now it’s mine, too.



Gramps is the reason I write in concrete at all my homes (top).  
A picture of my Gramps’s garbage removal business (bottom).



At work on the Ransom Gillis mansion. 



The social media post regarding those “extra pounds” (left). Filming with Andrew on the first day (right).



Checking the shot before jumping in front of the camera (top). 
Making Andrew stand in for me, and can you spy Jose? (bottom). 



The pumphouse closet, before (top). The beautiful pool bath, after (bottom), 
with Gramps’s directions preserved.



Most people gut these bathrooms (left). Unnecessary! Look at this one after renovations (right).



The barn on the Indian Lake Road property is so special to me. 



Me at the Indian Lake Road house as a child (top row). The kitchen during foreclosure (center row).  
I restored the kitchen to look as I remembered it (bottom row).



My Gram and Gramps both turned ninety while we were renovating the house. The perfect gift? A 1976 Lincoln 
like the one they used to own. It’s now parked in the garage at Indian Lake Road.



Me and my beloved grandparents on their last visit to Indian Lake Road.



A few of our “crew” pictures through the years.






